The fully relativistic theory of the g factor of Li-like ions with nonzero nuclear spin is considered for the (1s) 2 2s state. The magnetic-dipole hyperfine-interaction correction to the atomic g factor is calculated including the one-electron contributions as well as the interelectronic-interaction effects of order 1/Z. This correction is combined with the interelectronic-interaction, QED, nuclear recoil, and nuclear size corrections to obtain highprecision theoretical values for the g factor of Li-like ions with nonzero nuclear spin. The results can be used for a precise determination of nuclear magnetic moments from g factor experiments.
Introduction
Recent measurements of the g factor of hydrogenlike carbon and oxygen have reached an accuracy of about 2 · 10 −9 [1] [2] [3] . These experiments stimulated theoretical investigations of this effect [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Besides a new possibility for tests of the magnetic sector of quantum electrodynamics (QED), these investigations have already provided a new determination of the electron mass (see Refs. [3, 22] and references therein). Extensions of these measurements to systems with higher nuclear charge number Z and to ions with nonzero nuclear spin would also provide the basis for new determinations of the fine-structure constant [8, [22] [23] [24] , the nuclear magnetic moments [23] , and the nuclear charge radii. Investigations of the transition probability between the hyperfinestructure components in hydrogenlike bismuth [25] [26] [27] [28] clearly indicated the importance of the QED correction to the g factor for agreement between theory and experiment.
Extending theoretical description from H-like to Li-like ions, one encounters a serious complication due to the presence of additional electrons. A number of relativistic calculations of the g factor of Li-like ions were carried out previously [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, to reach the accuracy comparable to the one for H-like ions, a systematic quantum electrodynamic (QED) treatment is required [16, [35] [36] [37] [38] . In the present paper, we consider the g factor of lithiumlike ions with nonzero nuclear spin. Calculations of the g factor for these ions should include corrections depending on the nuclear g factor. Besides a simple lowest-order nuclear-spin-dependent contribution, one should calculate the hyperfine-interaction correction, including the interelectronic-interaction effects. In the present paper, the magnetic-dipole hyperfine-structure correction is calculated in a wide range of the nuclear charge number Z = 3 − 100. The electric-quadrupole hyperfine-structure correction is evaluated as well. The calculations are based on perturbation theory in the parameter 1/Z. The contributions of zeroth and first orders in 1/Z are taken into account for the magnetic-dipole correction and the contribution of zeroth order is taken into consideration for the electric-quadrupole one. The 1/Z correction is evaluated within a rigorous QED approach. The obtained results are 2 The g factor in the lowest-order one-electron approximation
We consider a lithiumlike ion placed in a weak homogeneous magnetic field B directed along the z axis. Assuming that the energy level shift (splitting) due to interaction of the valent 2s electron with B is much smaller than the hyperfine-structure splitting, ∆E mag ≪ ∆E HFS , we can express the linear-dependent part of this shift in terms of the g factor,
where M F is the z projection of the total atomic angular momentum F = j + I, j + I −1, ..., |j −I|; M F = −F, −F + 1, ..., F − 1, F ; j and I are the total electron and nuclear angular momenta, respectively; µ 0 = |e|/(2m e c) is the Bohr magneton. To obtain g in relativistic approximation to the lowest order, we have to evaluate the expression
where
the vector α incorporates the Dirac α matrices, and
Here V (e) B describes the interaction of the valent electron with the homogeneous magnetic field and V (n) B describes the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment µ with B. |nljIF M F is the atomic wave function that corresponds to given values of F and M F . It is a linear combination of products of electron and nuclear wave functions:
Here C
are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients; |nljm j are the unperturbed one-electron wave functions, which are four-component eigenvectors of the Dirac equation for the Coulomb field, with the total angular momentum j and its projection m j ; n is the principal quantum number and l = j ± 1 2 defines the parity of the state. |IM I are the nuclear wave functions with the total angular momentum I and its projection M I .
In what follows, we adopt for the nuclear magnetic moment µ = II|µ z |II , where µ z is the z projection of the nuclear magnetic moment operator µ acting in the space of nuclear wave functions |IM I .
A simple integration over the angular variables in Eq. (2) yields the well-known result (see, e.g., Ref. [40] )
Here m e and m p are the electron and the proton mass, respectively, g D is the one-electron Dirac value of the ground-state g factor of the lithium-like ion, g I = µ/(µ N I) is the nuclear g factor, and µ N = |e|/(2m p c) is the nuclear magneton. To obtain g D we have to calculate nljm j |V (e) B |nljm j . For the point-nucleus case, a simple evaluation for the 2s state yields
The g I -dependent term in the right-hand side of equation (7) is by a factor m e /m p ≈ 1/1836 smaller than the first term. However, since it is much larger than the current experimental uncertainty, this equation can be used for determination of g I from the g-factor experiments, provided all the corrections to expression (7) are calculated to a high accuracy or are known from the corresponding experiment for another isotope of the same element. In particular, to meet the level of the current experimental accuracy, we need to evaluate the hyperfine-interaction correction.
Hyperfine-interaction corrections
The hyperfine-interaction operator is given by the sum
where V
HFS and V
HFS are the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole hyperfine-interaction operators, respectively. In the point-dipole approximation,
and, in the point-quadrupole approximation,
Here
is the operator of the electric-quadrupole moment of the nucleus, η 2m = C 2m ( n)/r 3 is an operator that acts on electron variables, n = r/r, n i = r i /r i , r is the position vector of the electron, r i is the position vector of the i-th proton in the nucleus, C lm = 4π/(2l + 1) Y lm , and Y lm is a spherical harmonic. It must be stressed that the electric-quadrupole interaction should be taken into account only for ions with I > 1/2.
In the one-electron approximation, the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole hyperfineinteraction corrections to the ground-state g factor of the Li-like ion are given by (12) runs over discrete as well as continuum states. The corresponding diagrams are presented in Fig. 1 .
The total hyperfine-interaction correction to the ground-state g factor of the Li-like ion is given by δg
with δg (2s)
and δg (2s)
Here the angular factors are
for
and Q = 2 II|Q 20 |II is the electric-quadrupole moment of the nucleus. The functions
and
determine the one-electron contributions, which are discussed in detail in Ref. [20] . For the pointcharge nucleus, the functions S 2 (αZ) and T 2 (αZ) are [20] S 2 (αZ) = 8 3N
where N = 2(1 + γ).
The interelectronic-interaction correction B µ (αZ) is calculated within the rigorous QED approach. The interaction of the electrons with the Coulomb field of the nucleus is included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, i.e. the Furry picture is used. The perturbation theory is formulated with the technique of the two-time Green function (TTGF) [26] . To simplify the calculations, the closed (1s) 2 shell is regarded as belonging to a redefined vacuum. With this vacuum, the Fourier transform of TTGF can be introduced by
where ψ(x 0 , x) is the electron-positron field operator in the Heisenberg representation and T is the time-ordered product operator. The energy shift of a state a can be expressed in terms of the TTGF defined by
where u a ( x) is the unperturbed Dirac wave function of the state a. Using the Sz.-Nagy and Kato technique [41] , one can derive for the total energy shift
aa (E), and g (0)
The contour integrals in the complex E-plane are taken along the contour Γ which surrounds the pole of g aa (E) corresponding to the level a and keeps outside all other singularities. The contour Γ is oriented counter-clockwise.
To first three orders of the perturbation theory, the energy shift is given by
aa (E)
The redefinition of the vacuum changes i0 to −i0 in the electron propagator denominators corresponding to the closed (1s) 2 shell. In other words it means replacing the standard Feynman contour of integration over the electron energy C with a new contour C ′ (Fig. 2) . The secondorder contribution is defined by the diagrams presented in Fig. 1 . Its evaluation according to Eq. (26) yields formula (12) . In the formalism under consideration, the lowest-order interelectronicinteraction and the radiative corrections to Eq. (12) are described by the third-order diagrams presented in Fig. 3 and, according to Eq. (27) , by some products of the low-order diagrams depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. According to Fig. 2 , to separate the interelectronic-interaction corrections, the contour C ′ must be divided into two parts, C and C int . The integral along the standard Feynman contour C gives the one-electron radiative correction. The integral along the contour C int describes the interaction of the valent electron with the closed shell electrons. Its evaluation in the Feynman gauge employing formula (27) yields for the interelectronic-interaction correction B µ (αZ)
|n nc|I(0)|ṽc ṽ|V
(εn 1 =εv,εn 2 =εv)
HFS |n nc|I(ω)|cv 
ω = ε v − ε 1s , and r 12 = | x 1 − x 2 |. For checking purposes the corresponding calculation of the function B µ (αZ) was performed in the Coulomb gauge as well. The results of both calculations coincide with each other.
Numerical results
In Table 1 , we present the numerical results for the function S 2 (αZ). The exact values calculated for the point-like and extended nuclear charge distribution models are presented in the fourth and fifth columns, respectively.
In Table 2 , we present the numerical results for the function B µ (αZ) defined by Eq. (28),
for the 2s state. B µ (αZ) denote contributions from the corresponding diagrams presented in Fig. 3 . All the values are calculated for the extended nuclear charge distribution. The root-mean-square nuclear charge radii were taken from [43] . For those elements for which no accurate experimental radii were available we employed the empirical expression [44] 
where A is the nuclear mass expressed in a.m.u. The dual kinetic balance (DKB) approach to basis-set expansion for the Dirac equation [45] was used for these calculations. The basis DKB functions were constructed from B-splines [46, 47] . The Fermi model was used for the nuclear charge distribution. The uncertainties were estimated by adding quadratically two errors, one obtained by varying r 2 1/2 within its uncertainty and the other obtained by changing the model of the nuclear-charge distribution from the Fermi to the homogeneously-charged-sphere model.
Discussion
The total 2s g-factor value of a lithiumlike ion with nonzero nuclear spin can be represented by
nuc (F ) is defined by equation (16) . The individual contributions to the g factor of the ground state of some Li-like ions are presented in Table 3 for F = I − 1/2 and in Table 4 for F = I + 1/2. The Dirac point-nucleus value is obtained by Eq. (8) . The interelectronic-interaction (∆g int ), QED (∆g QED ), nuclear-recoil (∆g (e) rec ), and nuclear-size (∆g NS ) corrections are obtained as described in Refs. [36, 37] . To estimate the nuclear-polarization correction to the g factor of Li-like ions with nonzero nuclear spin, we used the corresponding values for the zero-nuclear-spin isotopes [18] with the 100% uncertainty. This correction is essential only for heavy elements. Since in all the cases under consideration the absolute value of the recoil correction ∆g (n) rec to the bound-nucleus g factor is smaller than 10 −11 [11] , it is omitted in Tables 3 and 4 . The hyperfine-interaction corrections δg (14) and (15), respectively. The uncertainty due to uncalculated second-and higher-order terms in Eq.
It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that, as a rule, the electric-quadrupole hyperfine-interaction correction is much smaller than the magnetic-dipole one. This is due to an additional factor (αZ) 2 in formula (15) compared to formula (14) and small values of Q for low-Z ions. However, in case of 235 U 89+ these corrections are of the same order of magnitude. The uncertainties of the nuclear magnetic moments indicated in Tables 3 and 4 , as a rule, do not include errors due to unknown chemical shifts which, in some cases, can contribute on the level of a few tenths percents. This means that measurements of the g factor with the aforementioned accuracy could provide the most accurate determinations of the nuclear magnetic moments. The hyperfine-interaction correction evaluated in this paper will be important for this determination. Table 1 . . The values of r 2 1/2 are given in Table 1 . The values of I,
, and Q are given in Table 4 (10) a An average of the values given in Ref. [48] . 
